Animal Model
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Thyroid dysgenesis encountered in 85% of patients with congenital hypothyroidism is a morphologically heterogeneous condition with primarily unknown pathogenesis. Here we identify sonic hedgehog (Shh) as a novel regulator of thyroid development. In Shh knockout mice the thyroid primordium is correctly specified in the pharyngeal endoderm, but budding and dislocation are slightly delayed. In late development the thyroid fails to form a bilobed gland. Instead a single thyroid mass is found unilaterally and mostly to the left of the midline. Thyroid-specific transcription factors (TTF-1 and TTF-2) and thyroglobulin are expressed indicating terminal differentiation. Strikingly, TTF-1- and TTF-2-positive cells aberrantly develop in the presumptive trachea of Shh−/− embryos. The ectopic tissue buds ventrolaterally into the adjacent mesenchyme, and less extensively into the tracheal lumen, forming follicle-like structures that accumulate thyroglobulin. Shh mRNA is not expressed in the thyroid precursor cells at any developmental stage. The results indicate that Shh signaling indirectly governs the symmetric bilobation of the thyroid during late organogenesis. Shh also seems to repress inappropriate thyroid differentiation in nonthyroid embryonic tissues. This study provides clues to the molecular mechanisms that might be dysregulated in thyroid hemiagenesis and development of ectopic thyroid tissue outside the thyroglossal duct.


Congenital hypothyroidism (CH) affects 1 in 3000 to 4000 infants and is one of the most common preventable causes of mental retardation.1 Developmental anomalies of the thyroid gland, thyroid dysgenesis, account for 85% of all cases with CH. This condition is phenotypically heterogeneous and includes thyroid agenesis or hemiagenesis, thyroid hypoplasia, thyroglossal duct cysts, and ectopic thyroid tissue.2 Monozygotic twins are generally discordant for thyroid dysgenesis suggesting that this malformation most often is due to postzygotic events such as epigenetic modifications, early somatic mutations, or stochastic developmental events.3 However, a recently identified familial occurrence of CH associated with thyroid dysgenesis suggests the involvement of hereditary factors.4 Evaluation of asymptomatic first-degree relatives of children with CH has revealed a high frequency of different thyroid developmental abnormalities.4,5 This suggests that the thyroid phenotype may be variable despite a common genetic alteration. Therefore, characterization of master genes involved in thyroid morphogenesis is likely to provide clues to the development of CH.

Specification of the thyroid gland in the floor of the primitive pharynx can first be distinguished in the mouse embryo at 9 days post coitum (dpc).6 The primordium buds off from the foregut endoderm and descends at 10 to 15 dpc to the sublaryngeal position after which the cells start to organize into follicles. At this time the expression of proteins involved in thyroid hormone biogenesis, ie, thyroglobulin (Tg), thyroperoxidase, and sodium-iodide symporter, is initiated.7 Recent results on cadherin expression during thyroid development suggest that the translocation of the thyroid anlage to its final position probably does not involve active migration of individual cells but might rather be secondary to the growth and expansion of surrounding tissues.8 Indeed, earlier studies have suggested that the developing thyroid after bud-
ding and detachment is carried along with the caudal movement of large vessels. It is known that the developmental process of the thyroid is governed by the an-
teroposterior polarity transcription factor Hoxa-3 as well as by the conjoint action of the thyroid transcription fac-
tors (TTF)-1 and TTF-2 and Pax8. Interestingly, mu-
rine knockout models of these genes produce pheno-
types resembling CH. Mice deficient in TTF-1 are athyreotic, and TTF-2 knockouts either lack a thyroid gland or retain an ectopic, sublingual thyroid rudiment. In Pax8-null mutant mice thyroid follicular cells are lacking whereas C cells develop normally. However, exten-
sive search for germline mutations in the homologous genes in humans with thyroid dysgenesis has identified very few cases of TTF-1, TTF-2, or Pax8 mutations. The molecular defects underlying CH because of impaired thyroid development thus remain primarily un-
known, and it is likely that other transcription factors and effector molecules are involved.

Members of the hedgehog family are soluble ligands for Patched (Ptc) receptors and act as key regulators of embryogenesis. A hedgehog gene was originally identi-
fied as a determinant of segment polarity in Drosophila. However, the activities of vertebrate hedgehog homologues are known to orchestrate a wide spectrum of developmental processes ranging from left-right axis de-
termination of the embryo to tissue patterning and orga-
nogenesis including cells derived from all three germ layers. Sonic hedgehog (Shh) is of particular interest because it has been found to be essential to foregut development. Specifically, separation of the esopha-
gus and trachea and further branching of the distal air-
ways fail in Shh—/— mice. The morphogenesis of other endodermal derivatives like the pancreas is also influenced by Shh signaling. Whether Shh has a role in thyroid development has not previously been investi-
gated.

In this study, we show that Shh-deficient mice display distinct features of thyroid dysgenesis. Whereas the thy-
roid anlage buds normally during early morphogenesis, the gland fails to separate into two distinct lobes and instead forms a single thyroid mass that is located uni-
laterally to the presumptive trachea. In addition to hemi-
agenses, ectopic thyrocytes expressing Tg aberrantly develop from the primitive respiratory epithelium.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals**

Embryos were obtained from natural matings of Shh +/— mice. Embryonic age was estimated by defining the morning when a vaginal plug was detected as 0.5 dpc. After cervical dislocation of pregnant animals, embryos were collected at 9.5, 11.5, 12.5, 15.5, and 17.5 dpc. Five or more mutant embryos were investigated at each de-
velldevelopmental stage. Shh knockout pups were stillborn and could not be investigated because of rapid cannibalization. Animal handling and experiments were approved by the local ethic committee at Göteborg University.

**Immunoreagents**

The following antibodies were used for immunohisto-
chemical staining: rabbit polyclonal antibody against TTF-1 (Biopat, Milan, Italy), rabbit polyclonal antibody against TTF-2 (provided by Prof. Roberto di Lauro, Sta-
zione Zooologica Anton Dohrn, Naples, Italy), rat mono-
clonal antibody against E-cadherin (ECCD-2) (provided by Prof. Henrik Semb, Department of Medical Biochem-
istry, Göteborg, Sweden), rabbit polyclonal antibody against Tg (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark), and rhoda-
mine red-X-conjugated anti-rabbit and fluorescein iso-
thyocyanate-conjugated anti-rat IgGs (Jackson Immuno-
Research, West Grove, PA).

**Immunohistochemistry and In Situ Hybridization**

Embryos were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in HBS (10 mmol/L Hepes, pH 7.4, 150 mmol/L NaCl) overnight at 4°C. For cryoprotection of tissues, samples were incu-
bated overnight at 4°C in 30% sucrose solution in HBS with 1 mmol/L CaCl2 before embedding in Tissue Tek compound (Sakura, Zoeterwoude, The Netherlands) and freezing at ~80°C. Ten-μm-thick sagittal or transversal sections were cut on a Micron cryostat and collected on polylysine glass slides (Vector, Burlingame, CA). Sections were permeabilized by incubation in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 20 min-
utes before being blocked in PBS with 1.5% fetal bovine serum for 60 minutes at room temperature. The sections were then incubated overnight at 4°C with primary anti-
body diluted in blocking buffer. Secondary antibodies were added in Tris-buffered saline-Ca2+ supplemented with 1.5% fetal bovine serum for 60 minutes at room temperature. The sections were examined and photo-
graphed in a Nikon Microphot FXA epifluorescence mi-
roscope equipped with a QLC100 confocal laser-scanning module (VisiTech International, Sunderland, UK).

For in situ hybridization, embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS at 4°C overnight and then pro-
cessed for paraffin embedding. Sections were prepared with 35S-UTP-labeled anti-sense riboprobes as de-
scribed. A HindIII-linearized 642-bp mouse Shh template in pBSK and a BamHI-linearized 841-bp mouse Ptc1 template in pBSK were transcribed with T3 RNA polymerase to generate anti-sense probes. For genera-
tion of sense riboprobes, the Shh and Ptc1 templates were linearized with XbaI and HindIII, respectively, and transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase. Probes were used at 60,000 cpm in hybridization buffer consisting of 60% formamide, 300 mmol/L NaCl, 20 mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 8, 5 mmol/L ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 10% dextran sulfate, 0.5 mg/ml yeast tRNA, and 1× Denhardt’s solu-
tion (added from a 50× stock: 10 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 10 mg/ml Ficoll, and 10 mg/ml polyvinylpyrroli-
done). Sections were hybridized overnight at 56°C. After posthybridization washes, the slides were dipped in Kodak NTB2 emulsion (diluted 1:1 v:v with distilled wa-
ter). After a 2-week exposure time, the slides were devel-
oped in Kodak D19 developer and fixed with Kodak.
sodium fixer, according to the manufacturer's instructions, and counterstained with Richardson's azure II-methylene blue. Dark-field and bright-field photographs were taken with a Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope. The micrographs were digitalized and color adjustment of the dark-field micrographs generated red-colored silver grains indicating the signal. As expected from these well-characterized probes, sections hybridized with the sense probes did not display signal above background levels.

Results

Key Events in Early Thyroid Morphogenesis Are Initiated in Shh−/− Mice

Specification of the thyroid primordium is first characterized by the onset of TTF-1 and TTF-2 expression. The thyroid precursor cells then form a caudally directed protrusion that becomes completely dissociated from the pharyngeal endoderm at 11.5 dpc (Figure 1, A and B, and inset). In Shh−/− embryos, the thyroid was also found to be correctly specified (Figure 1, C and D) and the anlage appeared as a single bud similar to that of control mice. However, at 11.5 dpc the bud was still connected with the overlying epithelium by a narrow stalk of TTF-1-positive cells (Figure 1C), probably representing the thyroglossal duct that already had regressed in control animals of the same age (Figure 1B). At 12.5 dpc, the thyroid cell mass in Shh−/− animals had dislocated from the site of origin in the pharyngeal floor (Figure 1, E and F). However, the distance of caudal movement was notably shorter than that found in age-matched controls and also when compared to 11.5-dpc wild-type embryos (compare Figure 1, E and F, with inset in B). As previously reported, the early developing thyroid was located close to a vessel presumably corresponding to the aortic outflow tract (Figure 1; A to F), that might be involved in downward thyroid migration. The spatial relationship between this vessel and the thyroid was essentially maintained in mice lacking Shh, although some mutants showed a slightly thicker zone of interfacing mesenchyme (Figure 1; C to F). No alterations in thyroid morphogenesis could be detected at these or later stages in Shh+/− embryos (data not shown).

The Thyroid Primordium Fails to Form Two Lobes in Shh−/− Mice

In 15.5-dpc control embryos, the developing thyroid had separated into two lobes of equal size located on the lateral sides of the proximal trachea (Figure 2A). Closer examination showed that the lobes were connected by a very thin pretracheal isthmus (data not shown). At this stage functional differentiation of the precursors to Tg-producing thyrocytes was also evident (Figure 2B). At 17.5 dpc the thyroid lobes of control embryos had increased in size (Figure 2E) and small follicles containing Tg in the central lumina were formed (Figure 2F). In contrast, a thyroid consisting of two symmetric lobes was never detected in Shh−/− mice. In 15.5-dpc mutant embryos, the thyroid still appeared as a single midline tissue mass (Figure 2C), whereas 2 days later it was found to be displaced laterally and most often (six of seven examined embryos) to the left side of the presumptive trachea (Figure 2G). The size of the lateralized thyroid was similar to that of a single lobe in normal mice (compare Figure 2, F and H). Despite these gross morphogenetic defects the Shh−/− thyrocytes developed normally into a polarized epithelium, as indicated by the presence of E-cadherin in the basolateral plasma membrane and formation of follicles (Figure 2G, inset). Moreover, the cells readily produced Tg (Figure 2, D and F) that was accumulated in the follicle lumina (Figure 2H, inset). Another striking observation was the appearance of large aberrant vessels located closely to the thyroid tissue (Figure 2, G and H). These vessels were often found to protrude deep into and passing through the unilateral thyroid cell mass (Figure 3).
Budding of TTF-1-Positive Cells from the Presumptive Trachea in Shh−/− Mice

In Shh knockouts at 17.5 dpc a restricted number of epithelial cells lining a segment of the presumptive trachea were found to express TTF-1 (Figure 3). A similar expression pattern was not observed in the proximal airways of wild-type embryos (data not shown), which previously are known to express TTF-1 only in early development. The aberrant TTF-1-positive cells were mainly located at the same level as the unilateral thyroid. Because of the lack of a distinct laryngeal border in Shh-deficient mice, it was difficult to precisely define the proximal limitation of the trachea (which therefore also is referred to as the pharyngotraacheal tube). Strikingly, the TTF-1-positive cells protruded into the adjacent mesenchyme, and often formed buds of tightly apposed cells that appeared to be pinched off from the primitive respiratory epithelium (Figure 3). Serial sectioning revealed that such budding was mostly confined to the ventral or ventrolateral aspects of the trachea (Figure 3). In cases in which ectopic budding was less pronounced, the TTF-1-positive cells originating from the trachea were clearly separated from the thyroid lobe (Figure 3A). However, in several Shh−/− embryos the budding from the trachea was so extensive that it

Figure 2. E-cadherin and Tg expression in late thyroid development in normal and Shhb−/− embryos. Immunohistofluorescent staining of E-cadherin (E-cad) (A, C, E, G) and Tg (B, D, F, H) on serial transversal sections of 15.5-dpc Shhb+/+ (A, B), 15.5-dpc Shhb−/− (C, D), 17.5-dpc Shhb+/+ (E, F) and 17.5-dpc Shhb−/− (G, H) embryos. High-magnification insets in G and H indicate follicle-like structures with accumulation of Tg in lumen (arrow). Large vessels closely associated with the thyroid tissue in 17.5-dpc Shhb−/− embryo are indicated by arrowheads. dx, right side of embryos; es, esophagus; pm, pharynx. Thyroid tissue is indicated by an asterisk. Scale bars, 100 μm.

Figure 3. TTF-1 immunostaining of transversal sections at three levels along the cranio-caudal axis (1 to 3) of the thyroid primordium in two (A and B) 17.5-dpc Shhb−/− embryos. A1 to A3: TTF-1-positive cells of the thyroid are seen mainly to the left of the presumptive trachea. Buds of TTF-1-positive cells originating from the pharyngotraacheal epithelium and not making contact with the thyroid primordium are noted (arrow). Tracheo-esophageal fistulation is indicated by an asterisk. B1 to B3: TTF-1-positive cells of the thyroid are seen mainly to the left of presumptive trachea, whereas the esophagus cannot be clearly distinguished. Numerous buds of TTF-1-positive cells extend from the pharyngotraacheal epithelium and make contact with the thyroid lobe. Blood vessels passing through the thyroid tissue are indicated (arrowheads). High-magnification inset in A3 shows a large aberrant blood vessel (broken lines) close to thyroid cells. dx, right side of embryos; es, esophagus; tr, presumptive trachea. Scale bar, 100 μm.
often coalesced with the caudal pole of the single thyroid lobe close to the midline (Figure 3B).

**Shh-Deficient Pharyngotracheal Cells Differentiate into Ectopic Thyrocytes**

Sagittal sections of 15.5- and 17.5-dpc Shh-deficient embryos showed that the aberrant budding of TTF-1-positive cells extended over a considerable length of the pharyngotracheal tube (Figure 4C). Interestingly, double immunostaining revealed that these cells co-expressed TTF-2 (Figure 4, B and D), which normally is not expressed in the developing airways. That the TTF-1- and TTF-2-positive cells indeed had differentiated into thyrocytes was indicated by Tg immunostaining. The cells growing into the mesenchyme as well as those integrated within the pharyngotracheal epithelium were found to express Tg (Figure 4; E to H). This notion was further supported by the observation that the ectopic buds often formed small follicle-like structures (Figure 4, F and H). TTF-1- and TTF-2-positive cells sometimes also protruded into the lumen of the presumptive trachea (Figure 4, A and B).

**Shh Expression Is Excluded from the Thyroid Primordium**

The localization of Shh in the normal developing thyroid and adjacent embryonic tissues was investigated by in situ hybridization. In 9.5-dpc embryos Shh was found to be present throughout the endoderm except in the stretch of TTF-1-expressing cells (Figure 5, A and B). At 11.5 dpc the thyroid precursor cells had moved caudally and were, in contrast to the overlying endoderm, still negative for Shh (Figure 5, C and D). In 15.5-dpc embryos, Shh was undetectable in the thyroid, whereas Shh transcripts were readily detected in the mucosal lining of the trachea and esophagus (Figure 5, E and F). Shh activity within these epithelia was further corroborated by Ptc1 in situ hybridization; a strong Ptc1 signal was observed in the subepithelial mesenchyme of both trachea and esophagus (data not shown), confirming previous findings. In contrast, no signal above background level could be detected in the mesenchyme surrounding the thyroid at any developmental stage (data not shown).

**Discussion**

Genetic deletion of Shh in transgenic animals causes severe organ malformations. Early foregut defects are prominent features, eg, the trachea and esophagus do not separate correctly but communicate via a fistula or share a common lumen. Late development of foregut derivatives may also be disturbed in Shh-deficient animals, as illustrated by a reduced branching of the distal airways and lack of alveolar maturation. It has previously not been investigated if Shh plays a role in thyroid morphogenesis. In this work, we show that thyroid specification and the subsequent budding of the thyroid primordium into the surrounding mesenchyme proceed without major disturbances in Shh−/− mice. However, instead of being divided into two lobes connected by a thin pretracheal isthmus, the thyroid of Shh-deficient mice maintains the shape of a single tissue mass throughout development. Moreover, the final position of the gland is always unilateral, most often to the left side of the presumptive trachea, and its size equals that of a single lobe in age-matched control embryos. Another remarkable
A detailed diagram is shown, illustrating in situ hybridization for Shh in 9.5- to 15.5-dpc wild-type mouse embryos. The images A through F depict the thyroid precursor cells, identified by TTF-1 immunostaining on parallel sections. The signal in the thyroid at 15.5 dpc is observed, distinct from the pharyngeal endoderm at 9.5 dpc. Shh transcripts are detected in the entire foregut endoderm except for the thyroid anlage at 9.5 dpc. The signal in the thyroid at 15.5 dpc is abnormally larger than in wild-type animals. Taken together, this indicates that absence of Shh in the endoderm is a prerequisite for normal pancreas development. Although we did not observe any obvious differences in size of the early thyroid primordium between Shh+/− and Shh+/+ animals, it is reasonable to assume that Shh contributes to a molecular boundary also for thyroid development in the foregut. However, other factors are likely to be required to induce thyroid specification in the region of Shh-deficient endoderm. In this respect, recent observations that blood vessels provide inductive signals necessary for pancreatic organogenesis are of particular interest. We have previously shown that the cells in the pharyngeal floor that express thyroid transcription factors at 9.5 dpc are in close contact with the endothelium of the early cardiac outflow tract. Also at later stages the thyroid primordium is in close proximity to large vessels of the developing aorta, or one of its major branches, which seems to guide the migration of the thyroid anlage into the subjacent mesenchyme. Here, we found that the spatial relationship between this vessel and the budding thyroid was primarily maintained in the Shh-null mutant. If this interaction is of importance to thyroid induction it might explain why the specification site is restricted also in Shh−/− embryos.

The mechanisms that separate the thyroid into left and right lobes, thus determining the final shape of the gland, are hitherto unknown. The present study provides first evidence of a regulatory step in late thyroid morphogenesis. As neither Shh nor its receptor Ptc were found to be expressed in or close to the thyroid at any developmental stage, it is likely that the influence of Shh is indirect and that the thyroid phenotype of Shh-deficient mice may be secondary to a disturbed morphogenetic patterning of adjacent Shh-regulated tissues in the head and neck region. A characteristic abnormality of the hemithyroid in these animals was the spatial relation to large vessels that frequently passed through the thyroid tissue. The possibility that such aberrant development of vessels might be related to thyroid dysgenesis gains support from clinical conditions, eg, DiGeorge syndrome in which congenital anomalies of the heart and great vessels is a hallmark. In fact, recent attention has been drawn to an association of DiGeorge syndrome with CH and numerous autopsy reports have documented thyroid abnormality of Shh-null mutants is that ectopic thyroid tissue aberrantly develops from the primitive respiratory epithelium of the presumptive trachea.

Both of the thyroid malformations (hemiagenesis and ectopia) observed in mice lacking Shh have clinical counterparts in man. Hemiagenesis of the thyroid is encountered in 2 of 1000 births, mostly affecting the left lobe, and may be associated with CH. Ectopic thyroid tissue within the respiratory tract is probably more infrequent, but there are several reports in the literature that highlight this condition as a rare but important cause to severe airway obstruction. Interestingly, both hemiagenesis and ectopic thyroid tissue resembling the present findings may occur in the same patients. The possible contribution of impaired Shh activity to this phenotype in humans remains to be investigated. However, there are pieces of circumstantial evidence suggesting that this might be the case. A single-lobe thyroid was part of the section findings in a stillborn child that in addition had several developmental defects, eg, tracheo-esophageal fistulation, pulmonary hypoplasia, and holoprosencephaly, typical of Shh deficiency. Further tentative connections between impaired Shh signaling and thyroid dysgenesis in man are suggested from recent studies on Williams syndrome, a complex genetic disorder with multiorgan involvement caused by a deletion at 7q11.23. Thyroid hemiagenesis with or without CH has been described in several cases of Williams syndrome, pointing out the possibility that genes involved in thyroid development may be contiguous to the deleted chromosomal region. Interestingly, genes implicated in Shh signaling as Frizzled and bHLH have been mapped to the 7q11.23 deletion. Moreover, combined microdeletions of both 7q11.23 and 7q36, which harbors the Shh gene, have been reported.

In situ hybridization showed that Shh expression was lacking in the portion of the pharyngeal endoderm from which the thyroid develops. In fact, a complete overlap between TTF-1-positive and Shh-negative cells was obvious when evaluating hybridized and immunostained serial sections. This is strikingly similar to the Shh distribution in the foregut-midgut transitional zone, in which Shh is ubiquitously expressed in the endoderm apart from the restricted areas that specify the two pancreas primordia. Inappropriate expression of Shh in the posterior stomach results in hypoplasia of the dorsal pancreas. Conversely, in Shh-deficient mice the pancreas is proportionally larger than in wild-type animals. Taken together, this indicates that absence of Shh in the endoderm is a prerequisite for normal pancreas development. Although we did not observe any obvious differences in size of the early thyroid primordium between Shh−/− and Shh+/+ animals, it is reasonable to assume that Shh contributes to a molecular boundary also for thyroid development in the foregut. However, other factors are likely to be required to induce thyroid specification in the region of Shh-deficient endoderm. In this respect, recent observations that blood vessels provide inductive signals necessary for pancreatic organogenesis are of particular interest. We have previously shown that the cells in the pharyngeal floor that express thyroid transcription factors at 9.5 dpc are in close contact with the endothelium of the early cardiac outflow tract. Also at later stages the thyroid primordium is in close proximity to the developing aorta, or one of its major branches, which seems to guide the migration of the thyroid anlage into the subjacent mesenchyme. Here, we found that the spatial relationship between this vessel and the budding thyroid was primarily maintained in the Shh-null mutant. If this interaction is of importance to thyroid induction it might explain why the specification site is restricted also in Shh−/− embryos.

The mechanisms that separate the thyroid into left and right lobes, thus determining the final shape of the gland, are hitherto unknown. The present study provides first evidence of a regulatory step in late thyroid morphogenesis. As neither Shh nor its receptor Ptc were found to be expressed in or close to the thyroid at any developmental stage, it is likely that the influence of Shh is indirect and that the thyroid phenotype of Shh-deficient mice may be secondary to a disturbed morphogenetic patterning of adjacent Shh-regulated tissues in the head and neck region. A characteristic abnormality of the hemithyroid in these animals was the spatial relation to large vessels that frequently passed through the thyroid tissue. The possibility that such aberrant development of vessels might be related to thyroid dysgenesis gains support from clinical conditions, eg, DiGeorge syndrome in which congenital anomalies of the heart and great vessels is a hallmark. In fact, recent attention has been drawn to an association of DiGeorge syndrome with CH, and numerous autopsy reports have documented thyroid abnor-
malities including right- or left-sided hemiagenesis.\textsuperscript{49,50} Experimental findings also suggest a possible link between the pathogenesis of DiGeorge syndrome and Shh. The molecular etiology of DiGeorge syndrome is related to defects in the Tbx1 gene.\textsuperscript{51} Early embryos deficient of Shh or Tbx1 have similar vascular defects in the prospective head/neck region.\textsuperscript{52} Interestingly, Tbx1 is positively regulated by Shh and its expression is abrogated in Shh$^-/-$ mice.\textsuperscript{52} Further experimental support for an association between abnormal development of vessels and thyroid dysgenesis comes from studies on ablation of the cardiac neural crest in chick embryos, which results in cardiac outflow anomalies associated with thyroid hemiagenesis or hypoplasia.\textsuperscript{53}

Despite abnormal thyroid organogenesis, the histogenetic patterning and functional differentiation of thyroid precursor cells, as evidenced by Tg production and accumulation in follicular lumina, did not differ between Shh$^-/-$ and wild-type embryos. Rather, the unexpected finding that cells expressing thyroid transcription factors (TTF-1 and TTF-2) and Tg were aberrantly located in the presumptive trachea in 15.5- to 17.5-dpc Shh-null mutants suggests that Shh may act as a repressor of inappropriate cytodifferentiation. Although budding of ectopic thyroid tissue from the trachea was most pronounced close to the developing hemithyroid, serial sectioning revealed that thyrocytes could appear as integrated parts of the primitive respiratory epithelium without any spatial connections to the thyroid proper, indicating their true ectopic origin. Why thyroid aberrantly develops in the trachea and not in other surrounding tissues is unknown, but might be related to the fact that cells of both tissues depend on TTF-1 transcriptional activity in early morphogenesis.\textsuperscript{11} In normal lung development, TTF-1 expression in the proximal airways is silenced when distal branching of the respiratory tree progresses.\textsuperscript{30} Inappropriate re-expression of TTF-1 in a segment of the trachea, as presently observed in Shh$^-/-$ mice, might thus be a key event in the pathogenesis of ectopic thyroid formation at this location. Transcriptional mechanisms that control TTF-1 expression are yet poorly defined, but members of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family of growth factors have been inferred a role.\textsuperscript{54} Interestingly, targeted misexpression of FGF10 to the esophagus was found to defects in the Thyroid Development 1871.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that several steps in mouse thyroid development are controlled by Shh. Firstly, Shh in co-operation with hitherto unknown factor(s) creates a molecular boundary that defines the foregut territory for thyroid specification. Secondly, Shh signals indirectly govern the bifurcation of the thyroid gland in late organogenesis. Thirdly, loss of Shh gives rise to thyroid hemiagenesis and ectopic thyroid in the respiratory tract, both of which have clinical counterparts in man. Shh-deficient mice thus promise to be useful in the further elucidation of molecular mechanism(s) responsible for thyroid dysgenesis related to developmental anomalies in nearby embryonic tissues.
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